Turbo charge your security

A Ponemon Institute study found that the cost of a data breach
globally in 2018 was $3.86 million and the average cost for each
confidential record lost was $148. These are both up on the previous
year’s figures and will continue to climb as cybercriminals become
more sophisticated.
Zinopy manages your security and protects your organisation from all
types of cyber threats. We consolidate your security management into
one, single location for full threat visibility and control across
networks, cloud and mobile devices.

Protect your organisation from 5th gen cyber attacks
Network Security
Protect your organisation from 5th generation and zero-day cyber
attacks. Our complete network threat prevention solution detects
evasion-resistant malware to keep your organisation threat-free.

BENEFITS
1. Respond to security
incidents immediately
2. Prevent attacks before they
occur
3. Increase operational
efficiency
4. Enable your IT staff to work
on other important
initiatives knowing security
is covered
5. Know that your security is
as good as it can be

Cloud Security
Adopting cloud infrastructure means security responsibility is shared
between you and your cloud provider. We protect your assets and
data and prevent targeted attacks on cloud-based email and
applications.
Mobile Security
Combat existing and emerging threats via the backdoor – your mobile
devices. We create an isolated corporate workspace on your personal
devices, so that corporate data remains secure inside and outside your
corporate network.
Endpoint Security
More and more employees’ devices store sensitive corporate data. It is
therefore vital to protect your organisation from malware, data
breaches, phishing and other cyberattacks. We manage your endpoint
security and combine all PC and Mac endpoint security capabilities
into a single dashboard.
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The cost of a data breach in
2018 was $3.86 million. The
average cost per record was
$148.

WHY CHOOSE A MANAGED SERVICE FROM ZINOPY?
There are many reasons to choose a managed security service from Zinopy. It may be that you’ve experienced
cyber crime in the past and must take steps now to protect your business in the future. It could be something as
simple as needing out of hours support. It could also be that you:
•
•
•

Lack expertise and resources to identify and manage increasingly complex security threats
Are unsure how to stay compliant with ever-changing data protection and cyber security regulations
Need to replace unpredictable capital expenditures with predictable operational costs

By tailoring a program specifically for your company’s unique needs, Zinopy maximises return on investment
while still addressing your priorities.
•

IDC found that companies who switched to managed security providers reduced the costs of IT infrastructures by
24%. Think about it. Even a small business would need a team of 3 people to handle the technology, patching,
monitoring and assessments. This would cost at least €250,000 per year in salaries alone.

WHY ZINOPY?
Zinopy offers flexible and simple solutions that can be customised to meet the exact security needs of your
organisation. We continuously update our solutions to ensure we have the latest technologies to protect your
organisation from new global threats.
•
Advanced solutions using leading-edge technologies including artificial intelligence, machine learning
and threat intelligence
•
Unique insights into the global landscape and latest threats
•
24 hour service with continuous monitoring of all the latest threats
•
Reduced upfront technology investments
•
Fixed monthly costs
•
Peace of mind knowing that experts are helping protect your organisation
•
120 staff and more than 100 man years of cyber security expertise
We partner with Check Point which was recently included in the world’s top 5 cyber security vendors by
Canalys, an independent analyst company.
As cyber attacks grow increasingly sophisticated each year, you need to anticipate developments and stay
ahead of the curve. Check Point’s leading cyber security solutions from Zinopy help you combat
unprecedented, pernicious attacks.

Zinopy manages your
security and protects your
organisation from all types
of cyber threats
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